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a) GENERAL

Student Eligibility
Students in grades 5/6 eligible for selection in tennis, soccer, AFL, cricket, netball, basketball and other team events.
Students in grades 2-6 are eligible for selection in cross-country, swimming and athletics.

Behaviour
All students who represent Deniliquin North Public School in a sporting event are required to exhibit acceptable school and sporting behaviour. Where this is not apparent, omission may result.

b) SELECTION of STUDENTS to ATTEND DPSSA TRIALS

A coordinating teacher is required for the conduct of all DNPS selection trials. This teacher may enlist the assistance of a community member in the selection/coaching process.
The coordinating teacher shall organise a selection trial or series of selection trials to select students.
Where a grade 6 and a grade 5 student are considered of equal ability, the grade 6 student shall be given priority.
Should insufficient grade 5/6 students attend the trial the coordinating teacher may select grade 4 students.

c) SELECTION of SCHOOL TEAMS (eg. Soccer knockout)

As per ‘Selection Of Students to Attend DPSSA Trials’.

d) SELECTION of STUDENTS to ATTEND DPSSA CARNIVALS

Students who place at a DNPS carnival are eligible for selection in the DNPS team to compete at the DPSSA carnival.
Any student who is unable to compete at the DNPS carnival because of a clash with an approved school event (a possible likelihood where events are postponed!) may be selected to represent DNPS, dependent upon their performance at a specially convened trial. Alternatively, the school may seek a wild card entry through the district convenor. Such students, if warranting selection, shall not displace a place-getter from the DNPS carnival.

NB. Swimming and Athletics Age Champions can only accumulate championship points through their performance at the actual DNPS carnival.